£3.50 / 2 for £6.00

Mojito

Bacardi and Mojito Funkin served with fresh mint,
lime wedges and shaken over crushed ice.

Strawberry Daiquiri

A blend of Bacardi and Strawberry Funkin topped
off with a fresh strawberry.

Passionfruit Martini

A sweet mix of Smirnoff Vodka and Passion Fruit Funkin, finished
off with half a passion fruit.

Pina Colada

Bacardi and Pina Colada Funkin shaken over cubed ice and
garnished with a chunk of pineapple and pine leaves.

Cherry Bakewell

A blend of Disaronno and Strawberry Funkin, served over cubed ice
and topped off with cherries.

Berry Bramble

A fusion of Gordons Gin and Hollywood Funkin, served over cubed
ice and garnished with raspberries and blackberries.

£5.00 / 2 for £8.00

Raspberry Mojito

Bacardi mixed with Raspberry Funkin, served over crushed ice and
finished with raspberry and mint.

Fruit Salad

A sweet blend of Smirnoff Vodka, Passion Fruit and Strawberry
Funkin, served over cubed ice and finished off with a strawberry
and lime wheel.

Whiskey Sour

Jim Beam Bourbon whiskey and Sourz Funkin mix, served with a
lemon wheel garnish.

Disaronno Sour

Disaronno and Sourz Funkin mix, served with a lemon wheel
garnish.

Bourbon Cherry Fizz

Aviation

This classic cocktail combines quintessentially English Gordon’s
Gin, Maraschino Liqueur, lemon juice & Crème de Violette to
perfectly replicate a Parma Violet. Garnished with your own packet
of Parma Violets.

Kinder Surprise

Take a sip of real indulgence. This innovative cocktail combines
Disaronno, Kahlua, Bols Cacao and Almond Milk, perfectly blending
nodes of almond, coffee and chocolate for a Kinder Surprise. Served
with Kinder Bueno squares and a hint of Nutella.

The After Eight

A twist on the classic ‘After Eight’ blends Smirnoff Vodka with
Bols Peppermint Liquor, Bols Cacao and Almond Milk replicating
everyone’s favourite after dinner mint. The perfect treat, elegantly
served in a teacup with two After Eights and a matchstick teaspoon.
** also available before eight

Pick ‘n’ Mix

Flashback to one of the best childhood thrills: filling a pick’n’mix
bag of all of your favourites. This cocktail mixes all of the best sweet
flavours: Smirnoff Green Apple, Cherry Brandy, Triple Sec, Bols
Banana Liqueur, Apple juice and topped with soda for an extra fizz.
Served with a selection of sweet treats for the ultimate sugar rush.

One in a Melon

A mix of Cherry Sourz, Red Stag Black Cherry and coke, served
over cubed ice and finished off with cherries and a lime wheel.

‘I’ve been drinking Watermelon’ Beyoncé Knowles, 2013
The combination of Morgan’s White Rum, Midori Watermelon
Liqueur with a splash of Grenadine and topped with Apple juice
creates a refreshing watermelon cocktail. A watermelon sweet
garnish marries sophistication with cheeky fun.

For allergy information please ask a member of staff.

A little taste of the Caribbean this side of the Atlantic. The blend of
Morgan’s Dark Rum, Bols Banana Liqueur, Grenadine and Orange
juice creates a glass of sunshine. A foam banana and cocktail
umbrella garnish completes the holiday feel.
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